
Ranch Riding

Element: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total Comments

Placing

112 5 -0.5 -0.5 -1 -0.5 0.5 1 -0.5 1 0 0.5 0 70

very 

tightly 

bridled very prancy resistant to SP

head toss on 

turn nice lope

not much 

trot 

extension

good 

transition 

back to lope

extra steps at 

stop

nice pattern; good transitions; 

work on more noticeable 

extensions

119 2 1.5 1.5 1 0 1.5 1.5 0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0 83

good pace

good 

transition

drug hind on 

SP great turns

comfortable 

lope

head over 

tucked

better 

headset

good 

transition 

down pretty

over tuck on the 

back

good transitions, just a few 

overtucks on the head; good 

ranch pace

140 4 1.5 -0.5 0 0 -0.5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 75.5

way 

overtucked 

at the trot

head overtucked  

but efficient in 

traveling

hind end got 

behind

pulled hard on 

reins to get turns

good 

transitions

hard 

transition 

down to walk

over tuck on the 

back, dragging 

feet

work on getting more relaxed 

headset; watch being heavy 

on reins for turns

151 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 0 1 1.5 84

good pace smooth efficient stop

drug hind on 

SP good mover

abrupt stop 

to transition 

to walk

transistions no point; just be a 

little quicker for ranch work

180 6 1 1 -1 0 -1.5 -1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 68.5

nice pace nice pace

lost trot over 

poles

good pace but 

some side 

stepping not 

cross over

turn arounds; 

extra steps

more 

extension at 

lope nice lope

more 

extension 

at trot nice lope good pace

rein cues were 

obvious

good transitions, work on 

backing with legs not reins; 

heavy on reins; overall nice 

pattern

356 3 1 1 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 78

good 

movement

good 

transition

skipped over a 

pole

more side 

stepping than 

cross over

extra steps on 

the turns, looked 

awkward

try for more 

extension in 

the lop

good 

movement

good trans 

down

got slightly 

crooked on 

back: good pace

nice pattern, good flow, just a 

few rough spots on sidepass, 

poles and back



Ranch Trail

obstacle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Horsemanship Total

151 9.5 9 9.5 9.5 9 9 9 9 7..5 10 8 91.5

efficient 

movements horse is steady in all

too close 

to back 

feet steady, calm

overall comment: have more purpose in ranch 

classes; you've got a job to get done so be 

efficient in movements and a quicker pace

220 8 9.5 9.5 6 8.75 9 9 9 9 5.5 7.5 90.75

extra 

movements 

to get gate 

shut steady

hesitated 

SP

stood 

well

good 

position 

of log

awkward 

dismount

dismount 

caused horse to 

move away

Overall comment:  steady rider and mount, 

work on head position so gives more relaxed 

appearance.  Like flow as in get the job done 

for ranch work
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